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1. Saying yes when you’re feeling no wastes your most precious possession, your time. You’re also 
probably going to end up feeling some degree of resentment about doing whatever it is that you've 
agreed to.   
  
2. If the thought of saying no makes you really uncomfortable, start with little things like, when you 
walk through the department store and the perfume demonstrator asks if you want a spritz, and in a 
very nice way you can say: "No thank you. I'm sure it's lovely, but not today."  
 
3. Another baby step is if somebody calls you asking for a donation to a cause, instead of being rude 
like they expect you to be, say something like: "I'm really not interested right now, But I know you 
have such a hard job and I wish you great success tonight.” They won’t believe you just wished them 
something nice while you’re saying no and usually they’ll say something back like, "Wow thanks, 
that's so nice of you!"  You said no and you made their day.  It’s called “saying no with a yes 
attitude." 
 
4.  Here is your homework between now and the next week: sayno to at least one thing a day.  Just 
one thing that you genuinely want to say no to. There might be a feeling of contraction at the 
moment but just breath into it and notice how empowered you feel on the other side.   
 

The art of leadership is not about saying yes. 
It's about saying no. It's very easy to say yes. 

~Tony Blair 
 
5.  Now some ways we're going to start clearing the emotional clutter and freeing our hearts...  
 
6.  One of the ways we clutter our lives and hold ourselves back from success is by lack of 
forgiveness. When you haven't forgiven someone it keeps you out of alignment with your highest 
good. It's as though there's a hard shell around you that other people's love can not penetrate.   
 
7.  When you practice forgiveness you unblock your heart and you are able to truly love and be 
loved. When what you feel the other person did is no longer filling the emotional spaces of your life, 
success can now show up.    
  
8.  One of the most powerful forgiveness techniques that I've ever come across is called the 
Ho'oponopono. The Ho'oponopono is an ancient Hawaiian Kauhuna practice of reconciliation and 
forgiveness.  
 
9.  I shared the history of the Ho'oponopono practice which consists of 4 sentences:   
 

I'm sorry. 
Please forgive me. 

Thank you. 
I love you. 

These sentences are repeated in a specific way.  
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10.  The goal is not to heal your relationship with that person or turn the situation around but rather 
to heal the part of you that is taking responsibility for not only the situation but everything that is 
happening to you and even in the world. 
  
11.  It doesn't matter whether you are the perceived injured party or the person who did the 
perceived injuring; when you shift your own energy, it shifts the energy of the relationship. 
Ho'oponopono allows you to bring the vibration of pure forgiveness into any situation. 
 
12.  I shared a powerful story of forgiveness and then offered a direct experience of what happens 
when we forgive and let go. Sometimes we discover there was nothing to forgive and that we are all 
blameless and that includes you. 
 
Forgiveness is about setting the prisoner free and  
discovering the prisoner was you. 
~Anonymous 
 
HOMEWORK: 
Between now and the time we're together… 
~Continue facing your tikkuns (remember you get a million spiritual dollars every time you face one! 
~Continue Sitting for Guidance 
~Recommit to the 7 Day Mental Diet until it becomes a way of life 
~CANCEL negative thoughts and create new neural pathways 
~Visualize what you desire to create - remember to do it with feeling 
~Have gratitude for everything!  Write on your Gratitude List 
~ Continue refining your BE, DO, HAVE list, Lifetime Goals, 5-Year Goals and Plans, 1-Year Goals and 
Plans, 1-Month Goals and Plans…. 
~Add to The Universe’s/God’s To Do List 
~Listen to your intuition and let go…. 
~Continue with 27/9 and completing your Incompletions 
~Say “No” at least once a day 
~Practice the Ho’oponopono      
 
And do it all with ease, joy and gratitude! 


